Inertial force damping control by micro manipulator modulation is proposed to suppress the vibrations of a micro/macro manipulator system. The proposed controller, developed using classical control theory, is added to the existing control system.
Introduction
A major goal in many tele-robotic applications is to provide both a large manipulator workspace and high accuracy. The concept of a micro manipulator mounted on the end of a longreach manipulator may help achieve that goal. The macro manipulator would position the micro manipulator to the place of interest within a large workspace. The micro arm would then perform fine motions. However, the flexibility of the macro manipulator structure can be a major obstacle to controlling the micro/macro manipulator within the desired performance range.
Over the past 10 years, many researchers have worked on active damping control for flexiblelink manipulators, but still no clear solution has been found for the multiple-link case. Much of the previous research work in active damping has focused on compensating for vibrations in a macro manipulator by modulating its own actuators. It is often found, however, that the bandwidth of macro manipulator actuators limits the effectiveness of this approach. If the bandwidth of macro manipulator actuators is high enough, using these actuators to damp out vibrations may be dangerous because of the large amount of energy required.
Minipulator Testbed
In this paper, we propose to utilize the inertial force of the micro manipulator for active damping of the macro manipulator. In most cases, the micro manipulator actuators have the required bandwidth to achieve this goal. The proposed controller uses real-time measurements of macro manipulator flexibility in an additional feedback loop to adjust the motion of the micro manipulator to suppress structural vibrations. A major advantage of the proposed controller is that the flexible-motion compensator has an independent loop from the rigid-motion controller. This architecture makes implementation of the active damping controller simpler. When a manipulator has a structural vibration problem, the flexible-motion compensator can be added to the existing rigid-motion controller.
The proposed controller is studied experimentally on an existing micro/macro flexible link manipulator testbed. This testbed consists of a Spar 2500 manipulator that has been modified by attaching a 3.4-m-long aluminum alloy flexible link on the tool plate to make the reach 12 m. At the tip of the link, a Schilling Titan I1 manipulator is installed as a micro manipulator. The testbed is designed to have a reach and fundamental natural frequency similar to the macro/micro manipulator system that is expected to be used in large nuclear waste underground storage tanks. The testbed is oscillated in the vertical and horizontal planes by the motion of either the Spar or Schilling manipulator. The proposed inertial damping controller is added to the existing proportional and derivative independent joint controller for the Schilling. The inertia-damping controller will measure the flexible motion of the link using strain gages. System identification is carried out off-line, and then used on-line to compensate for the motion of the micro manipulator.
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Deriving the dynamics of multiple flexibIe link manipulators can be complex. Lagrangian formulation with the assumed modes method has been widely used (Book 1984) .
Also, an efficient method is available for deriving the equation of motion for serially coupled micro/macro systems (Lew 1992) . In this work however, we used a simple, one flexible-link and one rigid-link model to understand the general characteristics of the micro/macro system. This simplified model gives a conceptual base-line The gravity term is ignored in this formulation. Assuming a small motion, the system dynamics is linearized about an operating point. The transfer function can then be computed as
G, and Gf describe the mathematical relationship between input torque and output variables. The upper denotes the Laplace transformation.
Controller Design
Based on the conceptual simplified model, the controller is designed for the testbed as shown in Figure 3 . Sequential loop-closure (Maciejowski 1989 ) is used to design a PD (proportional and derivative) controller and a flexible-motion compensator.
With this technique, the PD controller is designed and applied to the system first. Then the flexiblemotion compensator is designed for the system with the PD control. This control architecture can utilize the existing control system, and implements an additional feedback loop to make the necessary adjustment of the actuator signal. First a feedback controller is designed for the Schilling Titan I1 manipulator (micro arm) fixed to the ground. The controller is designed by ignoring the macro manipulator dynamics and using classical PD tuning methods (Kuo 1982) . The PD gains closely matched those provided by Schilling, Inc. The PD controller provides the desired joint-angle motion with relatively good disturbance rejection. Second, the Titan I1 manipulator is attached to the macro arm (flexible link and SPAR). When a step input was applied to the Titan I1 as a desired trajectory, the motion of Titan I1 might excite the macro arm's first vibrational mode. The active damping controller is needed to damp out the vibration for such case.
The flexible-motion compensator (damping controller) is added to improve the macro manipulator settling time. Having the damping controller added to the output of the PD prevents any steady-state error that may be introduced into the joint angle from the damping control loop. Ideally, both flexible m o d e ( q f ) and its rate would be used for feedback in the damping controller. Realistically, measuring the flexible rate is difficult; therefore, dynamic compensation was used in the damping controller.
The system model described previously is a highly simplified one that is not sufficient for controller design. To obtain a more accurate system model, laboratory system identification experiments are conducted and the identified model is used to construct a damping controller. Several step and frequency response signals are applied to the system, and a system model is identified using Prony analysis (Pierre, Trudnowski, Hauer 1992) and frequency domain techniques (Trudnowski 1992).
Classical techniques are used to design the damping controller (e.g., root locus methods).
The objective is to compensate the flexible mode, qf to provide damping to the first mode while limiting the bandwidth in order not to excite higher mode. The resulting controller has the form
-. where T1 is a high-pass time constant to remove steady-state offset from the strain signal, Tz is a low-pass time-constant to decrease the highfrequency gain, and the remaining terms are lead-lag blocks to provide proper phase compensation.
The flexible motion compensator is carefully designed such that it adds damping and does not cause instability for the joint-angle motion. After the flexible compensator is added, the system has the same closed-loop characteristics equation for both the rigid-motion and flexible mode 1 + C , ( S > G, (SI -C,(S> G , ( s ) = 0. As long as the flexible-motion compensator is designed to be stable, the joint-angle motion remains stable.
Experimental Results and Discussion
The system natural frequencies are measured in the vertical and horizontal planes. An impulse force is applied at the tip of the Schilling Titan I1 manipulator, and an accelerometer signals in both directions are measured at the base of the manipulator. The lowest natural frequency is observed at 2.14 Hz in the vertical plane. The second mode was observed around 10.5 Hz, but it was very small and insignificant. The strain gage is installed at the base of the link to efficiently measure the first mode behavior.
Starting with the Titan I1 manipulator stretched out all the way with the shoulder joint positioned 20 degrees up from horizontal, the shoulder was moved down to horizontal with rigid-motion feedback only. Figure 4 .1 shows the shoulder joint-angle response, and Figure 4 .2 shows the strain signal response at the base of the flexible link. Although the joint-angle researches the desired angle in 0.5 seconds without large overshoot, the rigid motion of Schilling manipulator causes significant vibration in the macro manipulator (SPAR and Flexible link). The vibration lasts more than 40 seconds, with a maximum amplitude of 2.6 cm. This structural vibration caused the small oscillation in the joint-angle as shown in Figure 4 ,l.
With the flexible-motion compensator installed, the system response improves significantly. In Figure 4 .2, the solid line displays the improved performance.
The structural vibration is damped out within 2 seconds. This is a 2000% improvement over the previous controller with the rigid controller in the settling time. The shoulder joint angle have a slightly larger overshoot, but settled faster. This overshoot action of the micro arm was generating inertial force to damp out the structural vibrations. 
Conclusion
This experimental study demonstrated the effectiveness of the inertial force damping control in micro/macro manipulator. The testbed was composed of industrial robotic arms. The micro manipulator not only moved to a desired position, but also counteracted against the structural vibration of the macro manipulator. The time-response results showed that the proposed controller improved by 2000% in the settling time. Inertial force damping can be effective in the micro/macro manipulators system as presented in this paper. However, this does not guarantee that it will work for every micro/macro manipulator. For example, the inertia of a micro manipulator may not generate force large enough to damp out configuration. One way to examine the feasibility of inertial force damping is to check controllability of the system with the joint angle of the micro manipulator as the input and the structural mode as the output.
The remote operation of the testbed was demonstrated at the 1994 DOE Robotics Forum (Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA). The testbed was located in Richland, Washington, and the operator sent motion commands from a remote input station location in Albuquerque, New Mexico. Two sites are over 2500 km apart, and they were connected by internet. Using real-time video of the testbed in motion and displaying the system response such as joint angles, strain measurement, and actuator inputs, the effectiveness of the proposed controller was demonstrated.
